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DESCRIPTION we are pleased to submit a brief presentation of our company. Since 1908
L’ANTICO Frantoio s.r.l. produces handcrafted extra virgin olive oil
with the traditional system cold , from olives produced in Italy.
Apart from the production of the oil that  is also used for the
preparation of our vegetables in oil, in years we have specialized
both in  the production of vegetables and  the sector with the
sweet jams, wine jellies, ferratelle,  cantuccini and laboratories
are located in Villamagna, a tiny village at 300 Mt  above the sea
level favorable for the production of olives.

 
Our  production consists of:
 
Use of the system of traditional system cold getting a mild oil.
The use of the olives of Italian origin.
The use of extra virgin in the production of vegetables.
The use of seasonal vegetables
 
Currently our assortment consists of about 90 total references among
olive oil, vegetables in oil, cream oil, jams, jellies, sweets and dried.
Attachments pdf catalog, photos of some products, some reviews from
Golosario by  Paolo Massobrio.
 Our products are distributed only in specialized retail (delicatessens,
delis, wine bars) and high quality restaurants  both in Italy and abroad. If
interested in our brand or private label will be our care to provide further
 information.

http://www.prodottioleum.it


ORGANIZATION TYPE SMEs

AREAS OF ACTIVITIES AGRO-FOOD MANUFACTURING, FOOD SECURITY,
SAFETY AND QUALITY CONTROL, FOOD TRACEABILITY,
FOOD CONSERVATION AND SHELF LIFE

Business Offer
FOOD PRODUCTS / OIL
Company founded in 1908 as oil production activities with the traditional system , we also
produce for 24 years sott'olii typical products of Abruzzo , jams and jellies dry desserts , but
young company history attentive to the quality of the
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